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SILICON BEACH
WE’VE BEEN ON THIS
BLUFF FOR A CENTURY

We’ve had neighbors come and go.
We cheered when Howard Hughes
launched the Spruce Goose, waved
to the first boats sailing into the
Marina harbor, and supervised
construction of the 405 and 90
freeways. We brought over a pie
when LAX showed up. Now, the
cool kids have moved in across
the street and the neighborhood is
jumping. Friends and collaborators
abound, there’s chatter on every
corner with big ideas taking shape
in the open streets. Together, we
are cementing L.A.’s reputation as
the world’s capital of creativity and
tech innovation. The epicenter of
diverse thought, culture, religion,
and language interconnect here.
Welcome to the block, Silicon Beach.
We’ve been waiting for a partner
just like you.
WWW.LMU.EDU
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LOYOLA MARYMOUNT UNIVERSITY
Loyola Marymount
University and Los
Angeles share the same
DNA. L.A. is the world’s
capital of creativity
and the diversity of
cultures, religions,
races, and languages
all interconnect at
LMU. Its students come
from all 50 states, the
District of Columbia,
and over 100 countries.
LMU’s symbiosis with
the City of Angels goes
back to its founding
in 1911 and is present
throughout its history.
LMU’s economic impact
measures one aspect of
this relationship as the
university adds nearly
$1 billion annually to
California’s economy,
of which $808 million
and over 5,300 jobs are
concentrated in Los
Angeles County.

Ranked No. 3 in the West by U.S.News
and World Report, LMU students are global
citizens, thought leaders, professionals, and
women and men for others. The university
differentiates itself from other institutions
because of its Jesuit education, more than
500 years in the making. LMU’s personal
attention means a better learning environment
where students benefit from engaged learning
opportunities where they can experience the
enduring and practical value of their education
in the world’s most dynamic city.
LMU’s location in the heart of Silicon Beach
is a game-changer, as the university is linked
geographically and programmatically with one
of the world’s largest startup ecosystems.
Silicon Beach is not only where tech innovation
thrives, but it’s also the launching pad for
global imagination. LMU’s film, television,
marketing, and business programs (all
nationally ranked), have industry partnerships
and unrivaled internship opportunities. LMU
recruits and enrolls high-achieving, focused
and talented students for a broad range of
top-ranked academic programs. LMU sees its
campus as an incubator of entrepreneurialism,
where world-changing ideas are imagined and
formed at LMU and then brought to life with
our partners in Silicon Beach.

Get all the facts at lmu.edu/facts.
Browse LMU’s internationally ranked
programs at lmu.edu/rankings.
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